INTRODUCING
EVOLUTION

The Evolution™ is one of AE’s time-tested carrier systems. With an exterior microfiber nylon shell and an inner mesh lining, the Evolution™ offers resilience, comfort and breathability. The microfiber shell features both water-repellent and anti-static treatments. The mesh inner lining offers moisture-wicking and anti-microbial properties. Available in either BRAVO or LEGACY configuration.

INNOVATIVE FEATURES

▸ Durable and lightweight microfiber outer shell
▸ Moisture-wicking, anti-microbial inner lining
▸ Front dual plate pockets accommodate either 5x8 or 7x10 up armor inserts
▸ Inner panel suspension system
▸ Adjustable at shoulder and sides
▸ Patented Easy Grip Side Straps®
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Black Tan Navy White

REAR VIEW